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From the 1920’s through the 1970’s, changes in education, enrollment, 
patterns due to World War 1 and World War 2, as well as area of national 
interest shifted the emphasis of education at the institute.

In terms of curriculum and focus, RAMI was renamed Rochester Institute 
of Technology in 1944 to reflect its firm commitment to technology 
education. Second, the focus of training was reframed.

Charters recommendations were taken and the cariculum was revamped, 
thus paving the way for the next phase of educational instruction. 
Charters’ impact was so great upon the institute, such that a scrapbook 
was given to him in 1939 as a farewell tribute.

According to educational consultant Dr. Werrett Wallace (W.W.) Charters, 
“...it was soon discovered that rather then training for specific positions, 
it was better to train for areas. For instance in the mechanical department 
four job charts were constructed- one for each of the positions of technical 
supervisor, machine designer, production supervisor, and power plan 
supervisor….the student was ….fitted to fill twelve ‘by-product’ jobs with 
such additional experience as he could normally pick up in service.”
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5RIT courses catalouge (codex style)

Having classes that touch on general areas allow students to choose the 
industry and specific profession based on a variety of skills learned.

Training areas were based upon local demand, once again affirming the 
commitment between industry needs and educational opportunity. The 
Evening School is strong evidence of this relationship.

To allow for the expansive possibilities afforded the enrollee upon 
completion of a series of courses, the class activities served as duty lists 
for students in training. These duty lists were grouped together to form 
units of instruction which were then assembled into courses and, in turn, 
curricula. Each task was a building block to an education.

Aug 1927-May 1928
Evening course book distributed in retail stores.
Shift from artistic to aesthetic courses such as “Psychology of Handling 
People” or “Psychology Of Salesmanship.”
Students were able to mail a card marked with coursed they were inter-
ested in and more information would be sent to them about the class.

1927 - 27  evening school retail distribution course book 
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evening applied art courses catalouge and schedual 

Homemaking course catalouge 

RIT libraby has several of these course catalouges and 
scheduals, below are a few examples. 

Evening Retail Distributuon catalouge and caldndar 

Craft Course Catalouge and Caldenar Cover  
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below are several posters for the evening school durring 
world war 1 and world war 2

1916 POSTER AVERTIING  evening 
school 

1943 evening school advertisment 

1945 post- war poster for 
eventing school 
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This poster for the evening school is an example of women being target-
ed for educational fulfillment during World War II. It shows the wartime 
effort that was needed by all members of the community, and marks a very 
important point for women and their heavy entrance into the work place, 
taking the jobs that men had once held and changing marking the change 
in the social spectrum of America.

as women roll in the worl plave changed, as well as at home RIT went 
about to prepair women for these new job opertunites as seen below in 
the school of home economics pamflet . 

To left: poster advertiing the need for 
women to fill jobs in factory based industry

home economics pamflet 

Right: Picture of a woman in the practice house 
that opened in 1921. 
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evening schools were a good way to contuite education while mantaing a 
job, as well as gaining an edge above other competivion. The contiuned 
developement of the evenig school would bring RIT into a golden age of 
student enrolement. 

From 1946 to 1969, the Institute grew in an unprecedented way. Student 
enrollments were up; many buildings were added to campus until further 
growth was impossible, as they were constricted by the city. RIT’s rapid 
growth in part is due to state support of 2 year colleges after World War II. 
People noticing RIT’s rise in enrollment and improved curriculum, would 
eventually attempt to copy the university as it began to give out degrees to 
the public.

Enrollment increased by 710 students, from 4,021 in 1953 to 4,731 in 
1954. 29 new courses accounted for 473 of those new students and four 
short, intensive day courses accounted for 96.

enrollment chart from 1885 to 1955

Over these decades, day and evening students continued to enroll-the 
largest population of which came from cohorts of employees in the region 
including Gleason Corporation, Kodak, Xerox, and many others.

College of Continuing Education. Class in the School for American Craftsmen, 
Downtown Campus
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College of Continuing Education. Unidentified Students Registering, Fall 1971.

in 1966, the College of Continuing Education (CCE) was developed to help 
working men and women expand their skills and increase their knowledge of 
business, science and art, while still being able to work and have the flexibility 
they needed. Further growth of the university ensued.

By 1969, there were 7 colleges beyond Continuing Ed, including Applied Science, 
Business, Fine and Applied Arts, General Studies, Graphic Arts and Photography, 
Science, and National Technical Institute for the Deaf.

college of continuing education booklet

Students being lectured in class for 
continuing education
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The continues growth of the college eventually led RIT to relocate to the 
current location that it is at now, in West Henrrieta New York. by 1960 
enrollment was 8,546  and RIT had started to award its first degrees, by 
offering the first Applied Arts & Sciences (AAS) degree in New York State 
in 1951. Shortly thereafter, RIT added baccalaureate degrees to its offer-
ings (1953) and Masters degrees (1960).

Associates degree in Applied Science in Industrial Technology 1951


